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Dear Valued Clients and Homeowners:  
 
We hope this note finds you healthy and 
well.  
 
Staff members have been working from 
home since the week of March 18th when the 
shelter-in-place order was announced. We 
are proud of our swift efforts to get everyone 
set up with a home office for a seamless 
transition of services. We would like to 
thank Shannon Bonnot in the accounting 
department who acted as our IT specialist 
and assisted co-workers with trouble 
shooting their home office set up. Each staff 
member has their office phone with them as 
our phones are cloud-based! You can call 
the office and choose their extension, or 
send them an email. 
 
Association Managers Diane Rossi PCAMÒ 
Gina Poli CCAMÒ Jennifer Stearns 
PCAMÒ Kara Patterson AMSÒ Shelley 
Gaboury CCAMÒ Jennifer Weaver 
CCAMÒ and Kim Hogan CCAMÒ have 
been hosting Board and Member meetings 
via Zoom video-conferencing. None of the 
Managers had prior experience hosting 
meetings remotely, but like other industry 
leaders made the leap. Videoconferencing 
has been embraced by Board members and 
homeowners alike. We anticipate that even 
when the office is open and social distancing 

requirements are lifted that a significant 
number of our clients will continue to meet 
remotely, as it has proven to be convenient, 
efficient and cost effective.  
 
While we have been out of the office, we 
took advantage of an opportunity to do a 
long-discussed remodel. If you have stopped 
by the office to drop off or pick up a check, 
or pick up a parking permit, you may have 
noticed a crew of workers in the building. 
When we re-open, Shoreline offices will 
have a major facelift; with fresh paint, new 
flooring, a new lobby layout, updated 
bathrooms and new office furniture. With all 
that was involved, it is hard to imagine how 
we could have accomplished this while still 
occupying the building! 
 
Immediately prior to the office being closed, 
we hired a new receptionist, Jenny 
Morrison. She assumed the front office 
duties from Denise Wolfinger, who has 
transferred to the accounting department- 
joining Angie Agosti and Shannon. Denise 
will continue to handle sales and escrows 
along with her new duties in accounts 
Receivable. 
 
 

  
 
During the office closure, Shana Underwood 
and Denise have stopped by the office as 
needed, opening and distributing the mail, 



 

 

handling mailings and performing tasks that 
could not be done remotely.   
 
Like many of you at home, we’re also going 
through our closets and cupboards and 
getting rid of or donating unwanted items. 
The picture below shows Shana cleaning out 
closets: 
 

 
 
 
Once the remodel is complete, expected to 
be the second week of July; Staff will begin 
working in the office on a limited, rotating 
basis while practicing social distancing. 
Most Managers will be in the office two or 
three days a week, on a staggered schedule. 
The office will remain closed to the public 
for meetings as we are unable to provide the 
physical distancing required under the health 
orders. Persons needing to come into the 
office to pick up or drop off items will be 
required to wear a mask and we will limit 
the number of persons in the lobby at any 
one time. 
 
We are looking into adding video 
conferencing equipment in our conference 
room to allow members to join a meeting 
from their home or office. This will be 
particularly beneficial for owners who do 
not reside in their community and are unable 
to attend in person.  
 

COVID-19 Impacts on your Association:  
 
As of this month, we are reporting that most 
communities are not seeing a marked 
increase in delinquencies due to the effects 
of the pandemic. A Member facing a 
financial hardship in the payment of their 
assessments is being advised to reach out to 
discuss available options for the payment of 
their assessment.  
 
As of June 12th, the County of Santa Cruz 
Health Department has allowed public pools 
to open as long as they adhere to required 
guidelines. Many Associations are working 
with legal counsel to determine if their pools 
can be opened safely. Each Association is 
unique and the board will need to consider 
whether opening their pool is the right 
decision. If your Board decides to open your 
pool, additional measures will need to be 
taken, including, but not limited to, extra 
sanitization measures, removal of pool 
furniture, reducing the number of persons 
inside the pool area and enforcement of 
social distancing.  
 
If your pool is closed you should have signs 
posted clearly stating the pool is closed and 
should not be used.  When a pool is not open 
for swimming, the pool maintenance 
contractor is not treating the pool with the 
chemicals required for safe swimming. 
Entering the water without authorization 
could be a health risk. 
  
As of June 12th, spas have not been cleared 
to open.  If your spa and pool are within the 
same area and you open your pool, it is 
important that members are not allowed to 
use the spa.  
 



 

 

 
 
We have received an increased number of 
calls relating to ‘nuisance’ matters between 
neighbors, mostly relating to noise. Since 
most people are spending more time at 
home, behaviors that may have been 
overlooked are becoming more troublesome. 
Please be patient with your neighbors and 
try to address any grievances in a friendly 
way prior to bringing to the Board for 
enforcement action.    
 
Please continue to stay well and we look 
forward to seeing you again in the near 
future.  


